WE - Hooktyer
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1: Base
2: Nut and Bolt
3: Hooktyer Holder
4: Rubber O’Seals
5: Matchmen Hooktyer
6: Metal Pins
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7: Thumbscrew
8: Length Guide
9: Peg Slider
10: Locking Wheel
11: Pegs
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How To:1: Insert your chosen hook into the Matchman Holder (5) You can remove the hooktyer holder (3) to make it easier to

insert your hook by sliding it off
2: Slide the Hooktyer holder (3) to the right until it stops
3: Set the peg slider (9) to the desired length

required to make your rig. Unscrew the locking wheel (10) and then tighten

again
4: Select your fishing line and make a loop and fasten the loop to peg number 1 (11)
5: Push the flat side of the metal on the Hooktyer (5) until it’s against the thumbscrew (7)
6: Turn the Hooktyer (5) showing the metal pins (6) sticking up, wet the hook and line
7: Pass the line around the back clip then forward pass the front clip and hold at the approximate angle
8: Rotate the Hooktyer by turning (5) Make between 5-8 turns, this whips the spool line against the hook shank,

apply tension as whippings are formed
9: Ensure the line is travelling along the hook shank parallel
10: Keep the tension on pass the line around and underneath the first metal pin (6) and press it down
11: Slide the Hooktyer holder (3) to the left to secure the line to the hook, this giving it the correct tension
12: Release the thumbscrew (7) on the hooktyer (5)
13: Remove the hook and cut excess line - All done!



Should you wish to remove the Matchman Hooktyer and change it to our own Hooktyer, simply remove the rubber
O'Seals (4) and replace



If you want to make your rigs longer i.e 12” then set the peg slider (9) to 10”. Loop your line to peg number 1,
wrap the line around peg 2 and pass the line towards the hooktyer - every wrap is 2” as the distance between the
pegs is 1”
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